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Abst ract - -An  explicit functional called the shiftability value of wavelet basis, which measures a 
deviation from translation-invariance, is studied. For functions ¢ with Ikbll - 1, it lies in (0,1] with 
the value 1 being best possible. The relation between the shiftability value rv of the father wavelet 
and the corresponding value rw of the mother wavelet is given. The shiftability value of Meyer's 
wavelet and the B-spline wavelets is computed. For Meyer's wavelet, we prove that rw = 3rv - 2 
and demonstrate how to control the shiftability value by properly designing the wavelet. For the 
B-spline wavelet of order n, we give the asymptotical relation ~(n).w "~ 3r~ n)- - 2, and show r(v n)- --* 1 
as n -* ~ .  The family of B-spline wavelets contains everal well-known wavelets uch as Franklin's 
wavelet, Battle's wavelet, and Lemarid's wavelet, which makes our results potentially useful. (~) 2000 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Wavelet bases differ from Fourier bases in terms of allowing a certain breakdown of invariance 
under translations, in the following sense. If a¢(s) is the ~th Fourier coefficient of rsf(x) := 
f (x  - s), then [a~(s)l is invariant for any s. But in the wavelet expansion 
Tsf(x) = f(x -- 8) = ~ an,m(8)2n/2~D (2nX -- m) ,  
n,m 
the size lan,m(s)l generally depends on s. Here and after, we assume that {2'~/2¢(2nx- m)} form 
an orthonormal basis for L2(R), so, in particular, II¢(x)ll = 1. 
In many applications, we need at least the subband wavelet components in every wavelet 
subspace Wn = span{2n/2¢(2'~x - m); m E Z} to nearly conserve nergy. Precisely speaking, if 
Tsf(x) = ~ fs,n(x), A,n = (2 x - m) e 
m 
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we expect that Ills,nil is nearly in span{¢(x - m);m • Z}. It is quite clear that we may 
characterize the shiftability deviation from translation-invariance by the following functional: 
r(¢) = lim 1 1150r~¢(x)ll 2 ds, 
T~+oo 2T T 
where 5 ° : L2(R) ~-* Wo is the orthogonal projection. Since ][50Ts¢(x)H 2 < HO(x)[[ 2, we have 
0 < r(¢) < [[~b[[ 2. A similar formula also holds for the father wavelet base function ¢(x) us- 
ing projection onto the corresponding multiresolution spaces V=. This is the metric functional 
approach to the shiftability problem, and we call this functional the shiflability value. In what 
follows, we suppose that ]]~b][ = 1, so that its shiftability value is at most one. 
THEOREM 1. For any orthonormal wavelet base function ¢(x), 
-- O)  
oo 
Furthermore, the range of this function is 0 < r(¢) < 1. 
REMARK. The wavelet base is shiftable if and only if r(¢) = 1. It is nearly shiftable if r(¢) 
is approximately 1, but nearly nonshiftable if r(¢) is approximately 0. This notion of being 
shiftable was introduced in [1, Proposition 2]. 
PROOF. Because [[50~-,¢(x)11 is periodic with period 1, we have 
I' r(¢) = []50Ts¢(X)[] 2 ds. 
The computation of r(~b) depends on using the Parseval identity twice, where our normalization 
of the Fourier transform is £ ¢(~) --- ¢(x)e -ix~ dx, 
oo 
so that (¢1, ¢2) -- (1/2r)(¢1, ¢2), and the Parseval identity is [1¢[I 2 = (1/2~r)[[¢H 2. We have 
I' nEZ 
oo /2  s)¢*(x)dx2 = f l  - - ¢(x - ds 
J - -  oo 
= "~ e -i'~ * ds 
oo  oo  
=  /2/2 
2"n" oo 
Clearly r(!b) > 0 and r(~b) _< ][¢][2 = 1. | 
We are interested in estimating the shiftability values of wavelet bases in concrete xamples. In 
Section 2 of this paper, we discuss different aspects of computing the shiftability value of wavelet 
bases. In order to use it practically, we give different methods of computation, in particular 
using the shiftability value of the father wavelet o obtain the corresponding value of the mother 
wavelet. Section 3 gives a rapid introduction to some wavelet bases which are often used in 
applications. In Section 4, we estimate the shiftability of Meyer's wavelet bases. It is very easy 
to bound the shiftability of Meyer's bases, thanks to their special construction. Section 5 gives 
an asymptotical result for the shiftability value of B-spline wavelets of order n, showing that it 
approaches 1 as n ~ co. In the last part, we list a table of results for the shiftability value of 
these wavelet bases. 
The author has made a more detailed study of shiftability in his Ph.D. Thesis [2]. 
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2. COMPUTING THE SHIFTABIL ITY  VALUE 
In this section, we discuss how to compute the shiftability value of the mother wavelet from 
a two-scale relation if that of the father wavelet is already known. Let ¢(x) and ¢(x) be the 
father and mother wavelets with shiftability values rv and rw, respectively. The value rv can 
be computed by replacing ¢ in (1) with ¢ when ¢(x) is orthonormal. If ¢(x) is not orthonormal, 
then we may use the Wigner orthonormalization procedure to obtain 
1 +oo [¢(~) 
4 
f_ 2 2 (2) d(. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that the father wavelet ¢(x) is orthonormed and satisfies the two-scale 
relation ¢(() = mo(~/2)¢((/2). Then 
rw = 3ry - 2 f+oo Ira0({)[ 2 ¢({) 4 d{. (3) 
71" d-o~ 
PROOF. This is shown in [2]. To be self-contained, we give a short proof here. 
It is well known that ¢({) = m0(({/2) + rr)¢(~/2) and ]m0({/2)[ 2 + Im0(({/2) + r)[ 2 = 1. 
Hence, 
1 /_+~ 4 
rw=  
=2--~1 ~_~ (1 -m0(~)2)  2 ¢ (~)14d~ 
=2rv+rv-71/; 7 too({) 2 ¢(~) 4d~ 
= 3ry - 7 [m°({)[2 d{, 
as required. | 
If the wavelet basis is not orthonormal, we can still get a formula relating the shiftability 
values rv and rw using the Wigner orthonormalization procedure. If we define 
= , (4 )  
then ¢(~)/P¢({) is orthonormal for the father space, and ~1(~) = ~b({)/P~({) is the dual base 
of ¢(~). The symbol m0({/2) of the two-scale relation is replaced by 
(~)  mo(~/2)P~(~/2) 
= , (5 )  
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for the orthonormal base ¢(~)/P¢(~). We then obtain the shiftability of the mother wavelet in 
the general case, 
2 [~ ~0(~)P,(~) 2 ~(~) 4 
rW 3ry 
(6) 
2 /.+o~ too(,') ~ ,~(~:) 
= a 'v  - -; ~-~ P~(~)P¢(24) 
d~. 
Finally, if we have the dual base ~(x) of ¢(x) at hand, we see from (2) that 
and combining (4)-(6) gives 
i.e., 
1 /_~-c~ (4) 2 ~y = ~ ~ I#(~)12 d~, (7) 
OO 
rw = 3rv _ -~2 foooo P~~)¢(¢)¢(2~) 2 de, 
rw  = 3rv - 2~/ /~ ~(~)$(2~)~(~)~(2~) d~. 
(8) 
(8') 
3. SOME CONCRETE WAVELET  BASES 
3.1. Shannon's  Wavelet 
The father wavelet is 
and the mother wavelet is 
¢(z)  = 
sin rx ¢(x) = - - ,  
7rx 
sin lr(x - (1/2)) - sin 21r(x - (1/2)) 
r (x -  (1/2)) 
It is trivial to verify that both ¢ and ~b are shiftable, i.e., rv  = rw = 1, since ¢(~) = 1[_.,.1 and 
~(~) = 1i_2~ _~]ui.,2r 1. There is a general class of Shannon-type wavelets constructed from the 
so-called wavelet sets, in which ¢(~) = 1E and ~(~) = 12E -- 1E for some suitable sets E. They 
are all easily shown to be shiftable. An example of these wavelets is to let 1/2 < a < 5/8 and 
define the set 
a 5 2) ;r / E := [--Tr,-37r) U [ (2 -  1)~,17r) U[aTr,~)U [57r, (1+ ~)  7r) U [~Tr,((~+ ,,. 
Let the father and mother wavelets be q~(~) = 1E, ~(~)  = 12E --  1E. Then both ¢ and ~b are 
shiftable. 
3.2. Meyer~s Wavelet 
A Meyer's wavelet is a modified version of Shannon's wavelet. The father wavelet ¢(x) E S(R) 
is required to satisfy 
41r 
,~(,~) = o, I~1 _> T '  (9) 
21r 
¢(5) -- 1, I'~1 -< -K'  (10) 
,~(,~ - ~') : + I~(,~ + ;r)  ~ - -  1, 2~- < I~1 < 4~ - - _ _ --~-. (11) 
There are many choices for ¢(x). The shiftability value of such a wavelet is estimated in Section 4. 
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3.3. B-spline Wavelet of Order n (See [3].) 
The father function of order n has Fourier transform 1 
/ )n(~)= (1 -e - i ' )  n+l 
~ (12) 
convolution + 1 times of 110,1). The two-scale relation is/3n(~) = mn(~/2)Bn(~/2)  They are  
where 
mn = Z Pn,ke-ik(/2' (13) 
k=-oo  
--n--1 n+l  where Pn,k = 2 ( k )' if 0 < k < n + 1, and is 0, otherwise. The square of the orthonormal- 
ization factors are 
P0(~) = 1, 
P l (~)=g+gcos  2 , 
We have in general 
sin 2(n+D ~ d 2n+l 
Pn(2~) = (2n + 1)[ d~:-+-----] cot~- 
We compute shiftability values of B-spline wavelets in Section 5. 
(14) 
4. SH IFTABIL ITY  OF  MEYER'S  WAVELET 
The two-scale relation ¢(2~) = m0(~)¢({) for a Meyer's wavelet is easily built as 
7F 7r ,, 
m0( ) = e g) u \g ,  5 - ) '  
O, otherwise. 
Since this father function is orthonormal, we can use (3) to obtain the shiftability value of the 
mother wavelet from the value of the father wavelet. 
rw  = 3rv lr [ J - , /3  \ J -2~/3 J , /3 ] 
= 3rv 3 7r \j_2r13 + J~13 / 
3rv 
3 7r \ J -4./3 +J2./3 / d~ 
4 1 27r 
= 3rv . . . . . .  • 
3 ~r 3 
Since 0 < rw  < 1, we get the following. 
THEOREM 2. For any Meyer's wavelet, we always/]ave 
2 
1 > rv  >_ -~ (15) 
1There is a smal l  difference between our definition and C.K. Chui's.  In fact, we adapt  Meyer's language, i.e., our 
B-spl ine of order n is just  order n + 1 of Chni 's.  
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and 
rw = 3rv - 2. (16) 
Formula (15) gives us an easy way to control the value of shiftability of the father wavelet and 
the mother wavelet. In fact, we have 
,F 
rv  = ~ oo ~(`1) d`1 
' I f - ' " '  f ' " ' ]  ' f':" = 2--~ L"-4"/3 + a2./~ j ':/,I + ~ J-2,,/3 d`1 
= - + 2~) 4 
1 f4~13 
= 1 - - ~(~) 2 q](`1 _ 27r) 2 d`1. 
7r J27r/3 
/ -47r /3  Thus, we can control the value ry by controlling the value of I = J2~/3 I¢(`1)12 d`1. If I < e, then 
F' ' 
- -Tr J2,~la `1) d`1 > 1 - -.Tr 
So we attain near shiftability by making e small. 
5. SH IFTABIL ITY  OF B -SPL INE  WAVELET OF  ORDER n 
We compute the shiftability value of B-spline wavelets. The B-spline wavelets of order n include 
Franklin's wavelet (n = 1) and Battle-Lemarid wavelets (n even) as special cases. Formulas (12) 
and (13) give us 
(sin`1/2"~ n+l 
e -i(n+D~/2 (17) 
and 
f 
mn(`1) = cos n+l 2' (18) 
respectively. Thus, using (2) and (14), we see that the shiftability value of the B-spline wavelet 
of order n is 
1 +oo D~(~)4 
r(v~) = ~ f-o¢ IP~(`1)? d~ 
^ 4 
1 i+2 Bn(2~) 
l i /5  (s i i`1)4(n+l)(s in4(n+l)~ ~- '  
= ~ - -  \ [(2. + 1)!]2 ) 
d n+1 cot0  -2 
f f d~+l ~-2 [(2n+11!l 2~ +~-4(,+,)~/,4-~cot~) e~. 
d~ 
To compute the shiftability value of the B-spline mother wavelet of order n, we obtain from (14) 
that 
22n+1 sin2(n+l)(~/2) d2n+l ~ (19) 
Pn(~) = (2n + 1)! d~2=+-------- 5 cot 2" 
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We now denote 
( d 2'~+: [ d 2n+l An(') = \~ cotO-I t~  cot ~)-1 • 
Then the second term of (6) is 
J-c~ Pn(~)Pn(2~) d~ 
_2f+_2 [(2n+ l)ll2c°s2(n+a'(~/2) (sin(,/2)) 4(n+1) 
--  ~ 22n+ 1sin2(n+l)(~/2) sin2('~+1) ~ \ (~/2) A,~(() d( 
[(2n + 1)!]2 i~-~ cos 2(n+l) ((/2) sin 4(n+1)((/2) 
- 22nTr ~-c~ 22(n+1)(~/2) 4(n+l) sin2(n+l)(~/2) sin2(n+l)(~/2) COS2(n+I)(~/2) an(~) d~ 
4[(2n + 1)[] 2 f ;2  An({) 
- 7r ~4(n+1) d~. 
Thus, by (6), we see the shiftability value of the B-spline mother wavelet of order n is 
<'>:'.<-'> 12 :'"+' w 7r \ ~  cot ~ 2n-------'~ cot - ~-4(n+l) d(. (20) 
We have the following asympotical result for the B-spline wavelets analogous to that of Meyer's 
wavelets. 
THEOREM 3. For the B-spline wavelets, we have 
lim r(vn)= 1 (21) 
n"*  O0 
and 
,(~) ~ 3, -p  ~ - 2. (22) W 
PROOF. From complex analysis, we have the following expansion: 
d2n+ 1 +c~ 1 
cot~ = - (2n+ 1)! y~ d~2n+l 
k=- -oo  
Denote the integral 
1 [+~ I(n) = -- d~ 
71" '--oo (~4(n-.I-1)(EkL~oo 1/(< +-k)'("+')) ' 
To get I(n) --* 1, we use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to obtain 
(1  "~ 4(n"l-1)(~k (1  "~ 2(n't" 1)'~ -2 
1 (~k (Ii< -I- k'lr)2'n+l>) 2 
- - - - - - :<  
=1.  
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But on the other hand, 
1 ( 1 ~2(n+1)~ 
)-' 
J~l~ 2(n+D =1 dE. 
I~r/2 k~0 
Now for any e > 0, 
lim ~-~ = 0 
n-.0 ~ \~- -~ ] 
k#0 
uniformly for E E ( -v /2  + e, ~r/2 - e), and hence, for sufficiently large n, 
I (n)  >_ 1 f dE 1 
~r Jl~l<(~/2)-~ 
Because e > 0 is arbitrary, we have 
. l im I (n )  = 1. 
n' - - -*  OO 
To obtain the asymptotic formula (22), we need only verify 
2~ 
7r 
lim 4[ (2n~1) ' ]2 i+~ ( d2n+l ) -1  ( d2n+l ~) -1  
n-~oo 7r \ ~ cot E ~ , ~  cot 
This can be obtained by completely repeating the previous procedure. 
-2 
dE 
E -4(n-I-I) dE = 2. 
6. LIST OF SHIFTABILITY VALUES 
Type of Wavelet Base Father Mother 
Shannon 1 1 
B-spline of order 0 0.666666 0.333362 
Franklin (B-spline of order 1) 0.874228 0.640504 
B-spline of order 2 0.917971 0.755263 
B-spline of order 3 
B-spline of order 4 
B-spline of order 5 
B-spline of order 6 
B-spline of order 7 
B-spline of order 8 
B-spline of order 9 
B-spline of order 10 
B-spline of order n 
0.938252 
0.950399 
0.958567 
0.964430 
0.968848 
0.972275 
0.975049 
0.977310 
r~ n) T 1 
0.814956 
0.851196 
0.875700 
0.893289 
0.906544 
0.916825 
0.925146 
0.931929 
r(n) ~ 3r~n) _ 2 w 
2 
Meyer l>rv  >_ - rw -= 3rv - 2 
3 
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